
General Rules of Play:

8-
BALL  

- 
On the break, the breaking player must strike the first or 
second 

 
row of balls, resulting in 5 or more balls hitting a rail or have a 
ball 

 be pocketed. (8-Ball on the break is a win) 

- The table is "open" until a player pockets a ball on a "good hit" 

- Good (Completed) shots are call ball/ pocket 

- A "Good Hit" is when the shooter hits one of their set of balls 

 first and something hits a rail or is pocketed. 

- All fouls, except on the break, are ball in hand to the opponent. 

 Fouls on the break is ball in hand behind the headstring 

- Players may play a safety (defense) shot.   To accomplish a good 

 defense the shooter must meet the "good hit" requirements. 

- Winner is the person who, after pocketing all their set of balls, 

 legally pockets the 8-ball. 

- All rule interpretations and disputes will be resolved by the 

 Tournament Director(s) and are final 



  

9-
Ball  

 -  On the break, the breaking player must strike the (1) ball 

 resulting in 4 or more balls hitting a rail or have a ball 

 be pocketed (9-Ball on the break is a win) 

 -  "Push Out" is allowed immediately after the break 

 -  Good (Completed) shots are when the shooter hits the 

 lowest numbered ball first and pockets a ball. 

 -  A "Good Hit" is when the shooter hits the lowest numbered 

 ball first and something hits a rail. 

 -  All fouls are ball in hand to the opponent. 

 -  Players may play a safety (defense) shot.   To accomplish a good 

 defense the shooter must meet the "good hit" requirements. 

 Player must shoot again if a ball is pocketed on a legal defense. 

 -  Winner is the person who legally pockets the 9-ball. 

 -  All rule interpretations and disputes will be resolved by the 

 

Tournament Director(s) and are final 
 
 

10-
Ball  

 -  On the break, the breaking player must strike the (1) ball 

 resulting in 4 or more balls hitting a rail or have a ball 

 be pocketed. (10-ball on the break is spotted) 

 -  "Push Out" is allowed immediately after the break 

 -  Good (Completed) shots are call ball/ pocket 

 -  A "Good Hit" is when the shooter hits the lowest numbered 

 ball first and something hits a rail. 

 -  All fouls are ball in hand to the opponent. 

 -  Players may play a safety (defense) shot.   To accomplish a good 

 defense the shooter must meet the "good hit" requirements. 

 
The opponent has the option to shoot or have the shooter 
shoot  

 again if a ball is pocketed on a legal defense. 

 -  Winner is the person who legally pockets the 10-ball. 

 -  All rule interpretations and disputes will be resolved by the 

 

Tournament Director(s) and are final 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Tie Breakers     

 Grand Champion  

  Race 2 out of 3 

  

Will play each game type: 8 then 9 then 
10 

  Lag for break each game played 

 8-Ball Champion  

  1 game 8-Ball 

  Lag for Break   

 9-Ball Champion  

  1 game 8-Ball 

  Lag for Break   

 10-Ball Champion  

  1 game 8-Ball 

  Lag for Break   

Break Contest     

 3 Rounds   

  1 rack of 8-Ball, 1 rack of 9-Ball, 1 rack of 10-Ball 

 Rack your own rack  

 Number of the ball is the point value awarded if the ball is pocketed 

  

Game type ball dropped, double points for total balls 
pocketed 

 Scratch is zero points awarded 

 Any Ball(s) off the table is zero points awarded 

 Highest point winner of 8-Ball will break first in 9-Ball, descending points 

 determine who breaks next 

 Highest combined points winner of the 8 & 9 Ball breaks first in 10-Ball 

  Descending point totals will determine whp breaks next 

    


